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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The South Park district of Downtown Los Angeles 
is growing at a rate nearly unmatched in the 
City. Though recent residential and commercial 
development has changed the climate of 
Downtown as a whole, South Park has emerged 
as an epicenter of growth due to its unique 
set of characteristics: proximity to the Staples 
Center and Convention Center; large amounts of 
developable land; and an increasingly desirable, 
walkable density. At the same time, the area is 
lacking in sufficient green space and inviting 
public places. With high land values and rapid 
construction, the challenges to creating such 
spaces have tended to eclipse the opportunities, 
requiring creative solutions. The district’s network 
of alleys presents a promising opportunity to 
create flexible, welcoming thoroughfares for 
pedestrians as well as vehicles. 

This report analyzes the current conditions of 
South Park’s 22 alley segments and makes 
recommendations for shaping and implementing 
a program to “green” the alleys and facilitate 
multi-purpose public spaces using a range of 
interventions from basic sustainable resurfacing 
to full landscaping and programming. The many 
potential benefits include enhanced connectivity, 
mobility and recreation; increased interaction 
among neighbors; reduced crime; alleviation 

of “heat-island” effect; rainwater capture and 
filtration; and even expanded retail opportunities. 
In some cases, it may be appropriate to limit alley 
use to pedestrians only, resulting in small public 
squares or pocket parks. Most circumstances 
will require continued vehicle access, but even 
these alleys should be thought of as potential 
contributing features of a walkable street network 
and more active public realm. 

City regulations present many challenges to an 
alley network program. Under current policies, 
many surface materials, lighting, or other 
interventions not standard on the Bureau of 
Street Services menu require special approval 
and private funding. Closing an alley to vehicle 
traffic can also be a difficult approval process. 

At the same time, however, several factors 
indicate that an alley transformation program 
may be achievable in the near future. Firstly, 
recent City policies indicate a strong momentum 
for rethinking the use and design of Los Angeles’ 
streets, with attention shifting to placemaking and 
walkability strategies to generate a more active 
public realm. There is also growing institutional 
recognition of the health and sustainability 
outcomes of increased open space. Alley 
revitalization would contribute effectively and 
practically toward these objectives, and could be 
integrated into the City’s current efforts toward 
stormwater capture.
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Secondly, the extremely active development 
climate and agenda for growth in South Park 
creates a unique opportunity for harnessing 
funding and political impetus from in-process 
development projects, making costs and 
execution more feasible. Case studies indicate 
that an alley program would be extremely 
valuable to South Park developers and retailers, 
contributing to an identity and trademark feature 
that would draw long-term residents, hotel visitors 
and businesses to the burgeoning district.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this visioning report indicate that 
a South Park alley network program is feasible 
with close collaboration between the Business 
Improvement District, developers working in the 
area, and agencies of the City of Los Angeles, 
with community buy-in playing an important but 
less influential role. LA City municipal code and 
policies do not currently contain provisions for this 
type of project, but with creative problem-solving 
and negotiation, advocates within these three 
groups can work to position an alley greening 
program as a mutually beneficial investment for 
all parties. 

Based on a survey of upcoming development 
projects, inventory of land uses and zoning, and 
observations of existing alleys, our findings also 
indicate several specific alley segments that are 
best suited for intervention strategies. These are 
selected based on existing features, adjacent 

land uses and built environment qualities, and 
expected near-term development activities that 
can be approached for partnerships. Potential 
design improvements are categorized into 
simplified typologies representing degrees 
of intervention into the existing streetscape, 
and included here as a “menu” of formal 
and programming interventions. A best-case 
implementation will be to undertake “greening” 
measures in three different alleys, one for each 
typology, with strategies tailored according to 
differing goals and needs at each site. These 
should serve as pilots that can then be used to 
test feasibility and build buy-in for a larger district-
wide network.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

•   Harness development activity for financial 
     and political capital.

•   Seek community benefit agreements.

•   Expand the LADOT People St Program for 
     more flexible use.

•   Use existing City mechanisms in new ways.

•   Advocate for a revival of the City’s Green 
     Alley Program.

•   Create interim strategies to help build a local 
     pedestrian culture.

4
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USEFUL TERMS

Alley: a secondary street that provides access 
to rear building entrances or parking areas and 
is often used for waste collection, public utilities, 
and emergency access.

“Green” elements: refers to natural landscaping 
or plantings, but also to technical features 
designed to increase sustainability outcomes, 
i.e. stormwater management.

Permeable surface: organic, perforated or 
specially designed paving material that absorbs 
water and allows run-off to enter the soil. 
Open space/ Public space: for the purposes of 
this study, public space shall refer to an area that 
is open-air and required by law to be accessible 
to anyone, although it may be privately owned.

Land Use: type of use (residential, commercial, 
industrial, or mixed-use) of a specific area of 
parcel as designated by the General Plan. 
Development Agreement: an agreement entered 
into between the City and private entities 
undertaking development projects with the 
objective of mutual benefits to both parties.

Public Realm: any publicly owned streets, 
pathways, right of ways, parks, publicly accessible 
open spaces and any public and civic building 
and facilities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Open space/Public space: “open space” is a 
specific land use designation, typically identified 
by the color green in community plans. For the 
purposes of this study, “public space” shall refer 
to an area that is open-air and required by law 
to be accessible to anyone, although it may be 
privately owned.

Intervention: urban design decision or action with 
the intent to improve a space aesthetically and/
or functionally

Public-Private Partnership: Business relationship 
between a private-sector company and a 
government for the purpose of completing a 
project that will serve the public. Public-private 
partnerships can be used to finance, build and 
operate projects.

Vacation: complete or partial abandonment or 
termination of the public right to use a street, 
highway, or public service easement. The area 
vacated would then revert to the owner of the 
underlying fee interest for their own use.

Circulation: movement to and fro or around a 
space within a transportation system such as a 
street network, sidewalk, or alley network. Can 
refer to non-motorized forms of transportation.
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INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS A GREEN ALLEY?
The term “green alley” can have several 
meanings. It can refer to an active alley built with 
materials and features that reduce environmental 
impacts, such as permeable surfacing to absorb 
rainwater and allow it to return to the groundwater 
supply. It can also refer to a space that has been 
transformed with plantings and landscaping, and 
may or may not be actively used as a vehicle 
throughway. One outstanding national example is 
Chicago’s Green Alley Program, which has been 
successful in replacing asphalt with surfacing 
that absorbs stormwater runoff but is durable 
for continued vehicle use (Chicago, 2010).  This 
type of project has been piloted in Los Angeles 
with the North Hollywood Alley Retrofit Project. 
The Trust for Public Land is working to redesign 
South LA residential alleys to include trees and 
community gardens, and yet another local model 
is Hollywood’s EaCa Alley, which has permeable, 
paved surfacing but also extensive vertical 
landscaping and cafe seating for adjacent 
businesses. These programs have very different 
primary purposes, but their strategies could be 
integrated into a tiered approach with multiple 
“green” benefits. The specific greening practices 
appropriate for different alley types and contexts 
will be explored further in this report’s section on 
intervention recommendations.

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
[South Park]

Historically an industrial district, the South 
Park neighborhood has been a focal point for 
reinvestment and renewal in Downtown Los 
Angeles. This has led to rapid recent changes 
in the district character and built landscape. 
Located directly south of the Financial District 
and immediately adjacent to the Historic Core, the 
Fashion and Flower Districts, the LA Convention 
Center and the LA Sports and Entertainment 
District (LASED), South Park is ideally located 
to serve these high-traffic commercial centers. 
Similar to other districts within Downtown, it has 
attracted large-scale residential and commercial 
development, with a growing number of hotel 
projects slated for the area. It can be expected 
that South Park becomes a major driver of 
economic activity and population growth in the 
coming years. 

[Greenspace in Los Angeles]

Many neighborhoods in Central Los Angeles 
suffer from a lack of green space or even public 
open space. The neighborhoods south of the 
Downtown center are especially “park-poor,” 
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within the emerging Bureau of Sanitation Green 
Streets Program, which subsequently created 
several manuals that included design standards 
and guidelines for green alleys (Los Angeles 
Bureau of Sanitation, 2011). The City Green 
Streets Program remains an active initiative of the 
Department of Public Works’ Bureau of Sanitation, 
but no formalized program targeted to alleys has 
been established.

with less than one acre per 1,000 residents (Los 
Angeles Department of City Planning, 2014). While 
the population of the area is growing dramatically, 
land values are also rising, making it especially 
difficult to set aside space for parks and public 
spaces. One of the primary tools for funding 
parks, the California State Quimby Act, requires 
developers to either create parks near their 
projects or pay fees that are then to be spent on 
creating green space. However, the law is out-of-
date: written with primarily suburban subdivisions 
in mind, its requirements do not generally extend 
to urban infill projects, where land values are 
high and parks are especially difficult to build 
but increasingly desired (Spivack et. al., 2014). 
Another important consideration in the case of 
South Park is that high-end development typically 
includes private outdoor amenities for residents, 
reducing the pressure for the City to create parks 
in the area, leaving few options for those without 
access to roof decks or interior courtyards, and 
to the detriment of public life. 

Alleys are an invaluable asset for addressing this 
concern. They can be used as multi-purpose 
public spaces that combine the benefits of green 
space, sidewalks, and inviting courtyards, while 
still serving vehicle traffic if and when necessary. 

The City of Los Angeles has previously worked to 
develop several “green alley” initiatives: in 2008, 
City Council adopted a Department of Public 
Works report recommending a proactive Green 
Alley Program and Green Alley policy committee 

Proposed Alley Transformation by Derck & Edson
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ACTORS

•   South Park Business Improvement District/ 

      South Park Stakeholders Group

•   City of Los Angeles

     •   Department of Transportation

     •   Department of Public Works

           •   Bureau of Engineering

           •   Bureau of Street Services

           •   Bureau of Street Lighting

           •   Bureau of Sanitation

     •   Council District 14

     •   Department of City Planning

     •   Department of Cultural Affairs

•   Community Stakeholders

     •   Businesses 

     •   LA Convention Center & LASED entities

     •   Residents

     •   Social & Housing Advocacy Groups

5,000
current residents

35
median age

yrs oldSNAPSHOT of
SOUTHPARK
SNAPSHOT of
SOUTHPARK

10
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CONTEXT
LAND USE CONTEXT OF SOUTH PARK

An alley network program in South Park will 
be closely tied to new development projects 
and should be carefully designed to match 
neighborhood activities and needs. The area’s 
existing land uses, therefore, are important 
indicators of its emerging character. 

South Park is a district within the Central City 
Community Plan Area. The neighborhood’s 
official jurisdictional boundaries are determined 
by its Business Improvement District (SP BID). As 
defined in the Plan, the land uses in South Park 
consist of commercial and multi-family residential 
uses, with residential concentrated between Pico 
and 9th Street, and between Flower and Hill 
Street. This residentially-zoned area is primarily 
high-density, R5 zoning, permitting high-rise 
development with limited restrictions on density. 
The area is also subject to the Downtown Los 
Angeles Housing Incentive Ordinance and to 
the Los Angeles State Enterprise Zone, policies 
designed to encourage development and 
the creation of housing by removing certain 
restrictions and offering incentives for density. 

Commercially-zoned land (mostly C2) occupies 
the South Park perimeter. C2 zoning permits most 
types of retail business as well as housing, and 
the C2 parcels in South Park are in fact attracting $average income

 71,538
46%
speak
SPANISH
at home

habla
espanol

7.5
years

avg. length
of renter’s 
stay 21%

owners
79%
renters

RENTERS
most are
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a number of hotel and condominium projects. 
There are plans for new corporate and creative 
offices to occupy new and renovated buildings. 
East of South Park are the Fashion and Market 
Districts, where land use is almost exclusively 
industrial and new development has been much 
slower. 

One of the Central City Community Plan’s 
fundamental visioning concepts is to develop the 
pedestrian orientation of Downtown by enhancing 
the public realm and building out a greater open 
space network, with the corresponding policy of 
reviewing current standards and expanding the 
resources that can be utilized as open space.   

South Park is only a short distance from the South 
and Southeast Los Angeles Community Plans.  
26.9% percent of the City’s total existing alleys 
are located in south Los Angeles; therefore, 
initiating an improved alley network in South Park 
represents a unique opportunity to physically and 
conceptually unify these communities.

“Most of Downtown Los Angeles’ high-end 
residential is in South Park” — South Park BID
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ALLEYS IN SOUTH PARK
[Locations]

In South Park, we have identified 22 alleys that 
in total, define the alley network. All but one 
alley, Alley #1, are located east of Figueroa 
Street surrounded by residential, commercial, 
and industrial uses. In contrast, west of Figueroa 
Street are several regional destinations such as 
L.A. Live, Staples Center, and the Los Angeles 
Convention Center. Having a strong east-west 
circulation connects these two nodes and can 
enhance the overall public realm.

All of the alleys, except for Alley #2, should be 
considered when planning for an alley network. 
Alley #2 was not be considered in the data 
collection for this report because this alley was 
vacated under CF 99-2463. Refer to the map on 
the right when navigating through this report.

Sign posted by LA DOT in Alley #2
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[Usage]

In summary, here are some key observations 
made about South Park’s alleys:

35 bars +
eateries district

maintenance

     
    24/7

      security

accessible by 
various forms of transit

•  On average, the alleys are approximately 18.5 
    feet wide

•  Most alleys received a “low” or “very low” 
    walkability + bikability rating

•  None of the alleys have a permeable surface

•  Most alleys are utilized for garbage pick-up

•  Most alleys are utilized for both access and 
    shortcutting

•  Most alleys did not have any trucks present

•  Most alleys received a “low” or “very low” 
    aesthetics rating

•  Alley 6 fronts a privately-owned open space

•  Alley 17, otherwise known as Pembroke Lane, 
    fronts a park
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$1 BILLION +
invested in new 

development to date

~3,000
new residential 
units planned

~1,000
new hotel beds 

in progress17+
projects within 
the next year

[Methodology]

In the United States, there has been few attempts 
to transform alleys, let alone an alley network. 
We studied the existing literature regarding 
these alley transformations, but found that further 
research had to be done. The current evolution of 
South Park and the existing political structures in 
the City of Los Angeles define a unique challenge 
in analyzing the alley network.

In a three month-long period between July 
and September of 2014, we identified each 
of the existing alleys, the zoning and land use 
designations, existing amenities, and proposed 
developments using various spatial analysis 
tools. Not surprisingly, we found the three major 
types of land uses were commercial, residential, 
and large-scale entertainment. As we traveled 
throughout the site, we also identified several 
industrial developments and parking lots.

Using various modes of transportation, we 
traveled throughout the district and the alley 
network to collect data from the field. We visited 
each alley at least twice at different times during 
the day and the week. In order to ensure our 
analysis was comprehensive, we also relied on 
photo documentation, interviews, and metrics we 
developed.

The metrics used to capture the existing state 
of each of the alleys is based on different alley 
transformation reports as well as other variables 
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we considered to be of importance. Both 
quantitative and qualitative data was collected 
and can be seen on the table to the right.

From this preliminary spatial and field analysis, 
we were able to determine which Typologies 
matched best with each alley.

It is arguable that because our scoping period 
was only three months long, our data may be 
somewhat unreliable. However, we visited each 
alley segment on days that were both busy and 
days that were less active. For the most part, 
there was little difference between the two times 
of day and so the data was aggregated. 

It can also be argued that because development 
in South Park is occurring at a fast rate, our data 
may become irrelevant or obsolete. For this 
reason, this report serves more as a visionary 
document that helps to guide the future goals 
and plans of alleys in South Park. Lastly, if an 
alley transformation project were to take place, 
we recommend that further spatial analysis be 
done.

Please refer to Appendix A for the data collected 
from each alley in South Park.
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“I end then in praise of small spaces... It is not just the number of people using them, 
but the larger number who pass by and enjoy them vicariously, or even the larger 
number who feel better about the city center for knowledge of them. For a city, such 
places are priceless, whatever the cost. They are built of a set of basics and they are 
right in front of our noses. If we will look.” - William “Holly” Whyte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces
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RECOMMENDED TYPOLOGIES

Alley # Recommended Typology (Category)
#1  B or C
#2  (N/A)
#3  A (Res, Com, Ind)
#4  A (Res, Ind) or B
#5  B
#6  A (Res, Com, Ind)
#7  A (Res, Ind) or B
#8  A (Com)  or B
#9  A (Res, Com, Ind)
#10  A (Ind) or B
#11  B or C
#12  A (Res, Com, Ind) or B
#13  A (Res, Ind) or B
#14  A (Res, Ind) or B
#15  A (Ind) or B
#16  B or C
#17  A (Res, Ind) or B
#18  A (Res, Ind) or B
#19  A (Res, Ind)
#20  B or C
#21  B or C
#22  A (Res, Com) or B

25
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BEST PRACTICES + 
STRATEGIES
TYPOLOGIES
We have studied and visited different alley 
transformations from around the world and have 
derived three typologies to recommend in South 
Park. There are key distinctions that make each 
typology unique, but some design interventions 
may overlap. The degree of transformation is 
in accordance to the typology; Typology A is a 
‘Complete Transformation,’ Typology B is a ‘Partial 
Transformation,’ and Typology C is a ‘Baseline 
Transformation.’

Typology A
As previously mentioned, in order to improve the 
public realm of South Park for its large and diverse 
population, there must be a focus on enhancing 
the alley network. For this reason, Typology A is 
our recommendation for many of South Park’s 
alleys. Typology A is characterized by maximizing 
the pedestrian and cyclist experience.

In order to accomplish Typology A, an alley must  
be accessible to everyone in the general public 
and accessible to all forms of non-motorized 
transportation. This means that with the exception 
of emergency vehicles, all motorized vehicles 

are restricted from the space. Lastly, there are 
restrictions against illegal dumping in these 
spaces.

Transforming an alley under Typology A can be 
a tool for community development. By having 
a public space, people can develop social 
relationships with one another and feel a sense of 
neighborhood identity and ownership. There are 
environmental and public health benefits as well. 
With the appropriate level of sustainable design 
interventions, alleys are an opportunity to reduce 
polluted runoff, maximize groundwater recharge, 
and reduce the heat-island effect. Restricting 
motorized vehicle travel within the alleys also 
means that there are less pollutants being emitted 
into the air space. Finally, there can be benefits 
to safety as well. According to Jane Jacobs in 
her book The Death and Life of Great American 
Cities, having ‘eyes on the street’ can help deter 
deviant activity by creating the perception of 
surveillance. Therefore, by creating spaces that 
induce pedestrians to congregate and socialize, 
South Park’s alleys can become safer than with 
security cameras alone. 

As we discuss in the next few pages, Typology 
A can be divided into three different categories, 
however, they all have the same basic concept. 
The types of land uses that surround an alley is the 
main factor that differentiates categories under 
Typology A. Depending on the categorization 
of an alley, there may be additional benefits as 
well. Being that the mix of land uses for each 

alley is unique, these recommendations should 
be applied with mindful consideration where 
appropriate and feasible. We recommend not 
relying on one typology per each alley, rather, 
allowing for multiple typologies that match the 
surrounding land uses.

Below are some design interventions that can be 
applied to all categories of Typology A:

 
     Design Interventions Include:
     • Permeable Surfaces
     • Drought-Tolerant Plants
     • Bioswales
     • Pedestrian Lighting
     • Noninvasive Trees
     • Pedestrian Plazas
     • Umbrellas or Shade Shelters
     • Benches, Chairs, Tables + Cylinders
     • Recycling + Trash Cans
     • Public Art, Murals, Green Walls + Other 
         Facade Improvements
     • Bike Racks + Infrastructure
     • Walking + Jogging Path
     • Wayfinding Signage +  Branding
     • Monitored + Patrolled Regularly
     • Drinking Fountains
     • Dog Waste Stations
     • Creative Programming
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Residential
With numerous  residential 
and hotel developments 
present in South Park, 
residents, workers, and 
hotel patrons use alleys 
to circulate through. An 
alley that is permanently 
vacated and transformed 
under Typology A is an 
opportunity to provide 
open space amenities to 
these users. 

The residential and the 
hotel developments can 
also benefit from Typology 
A. If an alley is transformed 
to have things like outdoor 
exercise equipment, it 
can be marketed as a 
recreational amenity for 
its patrons. Such a space 
also induces pedestrian 
activity, which increases 
safety and community 
identity.A:

complete transormation
Rendering of Alley #17 with Typology A

A:
complete transformation
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Commercial
Commercial businesses 
have an economic 
incentive to transform 
alleys under Typology A. 
For businesses that serve 
food or drinks, alleys can 
be an opportunity for 
outdoor dining. Outdoor 
dining can activate these 
spaces during the night 
when alleys are often 
underutilized and unsafe.

Beyond outdoor dining, 
alleys can function as 
additional space for 
vending. They can also 
function as event spaces, 
open to the public at all 
times or closed for  private 
occasions by request.

In all forms of an alley’s 
commercial use, it is 
important to establish 
and enforce rules of 
commerce and conduct. 
It is recommended that 
interested businesses 
receive assistance with 
permitting processes.

A:
complete transormation

Rendering of Alley #6 with Typology A

A:
complete transformation
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Industrial + 
Parking
It is often the case that 
industrial businesses in 
South Park utilize alleys for 
the loading and unloading 
of goods. We recommend 
that most alleys  fronting  
industrial developments 
be transformed using 
Typology B or Typology 
C. However, industrial 
businesses that do not 
utilize the alley, or are able 
to have loading done on 
the curbside of a street, 
can receive some benefits 
from this category of 
Typology A.

One such benefit is the 
deterrence of crime in 
what would otherwise be 
an underutilized space. 
We also encourage that 
the City of Los Angeles 
or the South Park BID use 
incentives to negotiate 
this transformation with 
the these businesses.  

A:
complete transormation

Rendering of Alley #11 with Typology A

A:
complete transformation
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Typology B
Unlike Typology A, this 
typology allows vehicles 
to use alleys, but with 
one difference: vehicles 
cannot use alleys for 
parking and can remain 
idle for up to 20 minutes 
for loading purposes 
only. This typology is 
also characterized by 
granting all forms of 
transportation equal use 
of the space. The general 
public is granted with full 
accessibility and illegal 
dumping is prohibited.

Placing restrictions on 
parking gives more space 
for design interventions 
and for non-motorists to 
circulate. Although there 
is less opportunity for 
creative programming 
and placemaking than 
in Typology A, business 
that rely on alleys for the 
loading and unloading of 
goods are less affected.

Design Interventions Include:
• Permeable Surfaces
• Drought-Tolerant Plants
• Pedestrian Lighting
• Noninvasive Trees
• Umbrellas or Shade Shelters
• Some Benches, Chairs + 
     Cylinders
• Recycling + Trash Cans
• Public Art, Murals,
         Green Walls + Other 
    Facade Improvements
• Wayfinding Signage +  
    Branding
• Monitored + Patrolled 
   Regularly
• Bike Racks + Infrastructure
• Walking + Jogging Path
• Drinking Fountains
• Dog Waste Stations
• Creative Programming

B:
partial transformation

Rendering of Alley #17 with Typology B
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C:
baseline transformation

Typology C
Typology C represents  
the minimum level 
of transformation for 
South Park’s alleys. The 
typology is characterized 
by granting the general 
public full accessibility to 
the space and allowing for 
all forms of transportation. 
Also, illegal dumping is 
prohibited.

The benefit of Typology C 
is that vehicles can freely 
use the alleys for means of 
access and short-cutting. 
The use of sustainable 
design practices is 
environmentally beneficial 
as well. However, allowing 
vehicles to freely use alleys 
limits the full community 
development potential 
that can be obtained in 
Typology A.:
• Permeable Surfaces
• Drought-Tolerant Plants

Rendering of Alley #11 with Typology C

Design Interventions Include:
• Permeable Surfaces
• Drought-Tolerant Plants
• Pedestrian Lighting
• Recycling + Trash Cans
• Public Art, Murals,
         Green Walls + Other 
    Facade Improvements
• Wayfinding Signage +  
    Branding
• Monitored + Patrolled 
   Regularly
• Bike Racks
• Dog Waste Stations
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DESIGN ELEMENTS + MATERIALS
The success of an alley transformation project in 
South Park is largely dependent on approaching 
design on a case-by-case basis. Every alley is 
unique in form and there is such diversity in land 
uses that a one-size-fits-all strategy is impractical. 
Other considerations include, but are not limited 
to, the size of an alley segment, the size of 
abutting parcels, existing levels of pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic, cooperation of property and 
business owners, existing infrastructure, and 
funding. For this reason, the three typologies for 
alley transformations help to frame the design 
interventions, but are intended to only initiate a 
more developed toolkit.

We recommend that the design of alleys be a 
collaborative process amongst stakeholders and 
designers. For this purpose, we have created an 
“Alley Menu.” The Alley Menu is a list of design 
interventions that we have complied to be used 
when transforming alleys. Each item in the Menu  
must be chosen considering the appropriateness 
and feasibility of the intervention in conjunction 
with the other factors. The lead City of Los Angeles 
departments to contact are listed as well.

- I’ll be back in 5 to take your order!

Alley Menu
Item                                           Unit Price (Approx)                          Lead Department
Outdoor Dining Permit                      $1,926                                                      Bureau of Engineering +
                                                                                                                                                          Department of Building & Safety
 
Pedestrian Street Light                     ~$12,000                         Bureau of Street Lighting
                                                
Wayfinding Sign               $1,160        Department of Transportation

Permit for Banners               $100 + $1 to $10 per banner based        Bureau of Street Lighting
Attached to Street Poles                   on quantity & for-profit sponsorship
Community Art Installation                (varies)         Department of Cultural Affairs
Trees                  $500 to $700
Bicycle Corral               $5,000 to $10,000 + signage cost           Department of Transportation
Planter (Wood)               $2,360
Planter (Steel)               $910 to $1550
Planter (Concrete)                $1,200
Permeable Pavement                        $3 to 15 per square foot
Bioswales       $8 to 30 per linear foot
Cylinders / Sitting Rounds                     $250
Exercise Equipment                        $739 to $1,200
Foosball Table                       $925
Shuffle Board                               $1,100

Ping-Pong Table                 $4,000

Chess Table                       $17
Dog Waste Station                      $199
Drinking Fountain                      $510 to $1,999
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ALLEYS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Greening South Park alleys can have indirect 
economic benefits. The National Recreation 
and Parks Association notes that  “parks, along 
with recreation programs, can serve as a very 
significant source of publicity, recognition and 
desirability for cities.”

Much like New York’s High Line urban park, an 
alley network would serve as a destination in its 
own right, creating a strong identity for the district 
and drawing visitors, businesses and residents. 
With its proximity to the commercial and civic 
core and to other major visitor attractions, South 
Park is poised to capture the value of growth in 
tourism to downtown by offering a unique outdoor 
amenity. 

By creating more space for pedestrians, walkable 
alleys also create more viable retail frontage, 
especially for small businesses that require less 
space at a lower rent. As density and population 
increases, demand for goods and services will 
support many more shops and restaurants, while 
also putting a premium on ground floor space. 
With both aspects attracting users, alleys with 
retail can generate mutual benefits in terms of 
safety, foot traffic, and economic growth. 

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
The Urban Land Institute Los Angeles (ULI LA) 
released a Technical Assistance Panel Report in 
November of 2013 for the South Park BID. This 
report concluded that the public realm of South 
Park can be improved by creating east-west 
connections. One recommendation is to focus on 
improving the existing alley network to enhance 
the pedestrian circulation. “Bolstering and 
improving South Park’s pedestrian experience 
will go a long way toward forming a bold and 
cohesive identity for the district, catalyze its 
development prospects, and provide numerous 
indirect economic benefits as it increases foot 
traffic and visitor length of stay.”

The report also encourages interventions along 
Hope Street to enhance connectivity from Grand 
Hope Park (north of Hope Street just outside of 
South Park) to Venice Hope Park (south of Hope 
Street near the Santa Monica Freeway). Alleys 
6, 9, 14, 15 and 22 all connect directly to this 
segment of Hope Street. Alley 6 connects to an 
existing private open space with agreements to 
be open to the public, and Alley 9 connects to the 
Metro Pico Station for the Expo and Blue Lines.

This report provides the framework for enhancing 
South Park’s alley network and recommends that 
Alleys 6 and 9 be considered for Typology A with 
the residential category in accordance with ULI’s 
“Park to Park” strategy. For the remaining alleys 
directly connected to Hope Street (Alley 14, 15 
and 22), we recommend Typology B at minimum.

Alley Menu
Item                                 Unit Price (Approx.)
Umbrellas    $420
Picnic Table   $1,890
Benches    $880
Cafe Tables           $120 to $757
Chairs            $108 to $247
Trash Cans    $589

continued

ULI LA Technical Assistance Panel Report (2013) fully-
realized network for South Park
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TRANSFORMING 
ALLEYS
PERMITTING

Because alleys are streets and therefore part of 
the transportation network and public right-of-way, 
any project to change an alley’s form or function 
will require careful planning and interagency 
collaboration. Currently, Los Angeles does not 
have a formal program in place; however, there 
are several avenues by which to pursue greening 
projects within the current policy framework. This 
report focuses on permitting for nonstandard 
alley uses, with some preliminary funding 
recommendations. Funding in particular will be 
subject to many external factors.

The type of permitting and approvals necessary 
to transform alleys depends on the degree of 
intervention and whether any limitations are being 
placed on access.

ENTITIES

Active alleys are considered secondary streets and 
are subject to the Department of Transportation 
and the Department of Public Works (DPW). 

•  Public Works includes several bureaus that will 
have decision-making power in this context: 

• Bureau of Engineering (BOE): issues permits 

must be financed privately by adjacent property 
owners, but permeable surfacing is most feasible 
and cost-efficient to install during the process of 
new construction and infrastructure installation. 

Strategies for Restricting or Eliminating Vehicle 
Access:

People St Program: The City of Los Angeles’ 
Department of Transportation has implemented 
its People St Program, which accepts applications 
from any interested entity or group that wants to 
create a parklet or pedestrian plaza. The process 
requires demonstration of community support, 
commitment to maintenance, and full funding 
independent from DOT; the Department then 
proceeds with permitting and provides a menu of 
approved design elements and street furniture. 
According to DOT, alleys are under consideration 
for expansion of this program, though they also 
pose distinct safety and traffic challenges. This 
is the City’s only established mechanism for 
appropriating street space for recreational use, 
and it is still in an experimental phase, thereby 
presenting an opportunity for South Park and 
other stakeholders to provide input and develop 
the program’s flexibility and reach. Notably, the 
South Park BID has received approval for a future 
parklet at 11th and Hope under the program’s 
first (Spring 2014) application round. 

R- permit and B- permit:

A revocable permit, or R-permit, is the City’s most 

for any public or private projects in the public 
right-of-way.

• Bureau of Street Services (BSS): the entity 
responsible for street maintenance and 
improvements, review of work proposals, and 
approval of materials or landscaping components.

• The Bureau of Sanitation and its Watershed 
Protection Division; the Department of Water and 
Power (utilities); and Police and Fire Departments 
will also be stakeholders as these are the primary 
public agencies that actually use alleys for regular 
activity.

• Department of Transportation (DOT): Streets 
are DOT property up to the edge of a sidewalk. 

• Los Angeles City Council: has the authority to 
act on development or construction processes. 
A street vacation requires an adopted Council 
Motion.

Basic Surfacing Upgrades:

Under DPW, alleys are subject to standard public 
right-of-way restrictions. Most surfacing materials, 
street furniture, and streetscape design elements 
are limited to those previously approved by 
the Bureau of Street Services. These include 
materials engineered for permeability: in 2008, 
the LA City Council approved an extensive report 
on alternative street surfacing materials from 
the Board of Public Works. Such improvements 
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basic tool for authorizing private use of a public 
right-of-way when it will not interfere with the primary 
use of the street. It is most often used for sidewalk 
dining or longer-term encroachments. Issued by 
the Bureau of Engineering, this option would be 
useful for cosmetic or temporary interventions, 
such as bench seating, walking paths, or cafe 
tables. R-permits are valid indefinitely, as long 
as all conditions are maintained (See LA Bureau 
of Engineering, Permit & Procedure Manual for 
Work in the Public Right-of-Way.)

A B-permit is issued for street improvements, 
regardless of whether the work is being completed 
by a private or public entity. A combination of a 
R-permit and B-permit would facilitate an alley 
transformation project that would maintain public 
ownership and vehicle access but also include 
pedestrian, sustainability, or recreational features 
at its edges.

Street (alley) vacation with public easement: 

Standard right-of-way restrictions are no longer 
applicable when an alley segment is closed to 
vehicular traffic, or “vacated,” as it reverts to 
ownership of the adjacent property and can be 
used for other purposes. Typically a property 
owner pursues the street vacation process so 
that they can build on the land or use it privately. 
This requires an application to the Bureau of 
Engineering, a public hearing and a $14,980 
fee, with the final decision made in City Council 
(LA Bureau of Engineering, Permit & Procedure 

Manual).  In such a case, vacation permitting 
should incorporate the provision of a public 
easement by the property owner, which maintains 
the now-private land for public use  to ensure that 
the space is consistently accessible.

One promising scenario would involve a 
combination of street vacation approval and a 
development agreement between the City and 
adjacent property owner, recognizing that an 
improved public alley constitutes a community 
benefit (contingent on a public easement) and 
therefore should be subject to reduced or waived 
vacation fees. The BID and other advocates from 
the community can use their power to pressure 
in-development projects to be designed with 
existing alleys in mind and to include a budget 
for public right-of-way improvements. 

A notable precedent upon which efforts may 
be modeled is a vacated green alley segment 
planned for 12th and Olive Street,  part of a 
new residential project by real estate company 
Mack Urban. The company owns the parcels 
on both sides of an existing alley. When Mack 
Urban filed its Vesting Tentative Tract (VTT) 
map, thereby subdividing the future building by 
individual purchasable units, the process allowed 
for a streamlined vacation approval as the VTT 
application is already required to go through 
multiple agencies. It is likely that most new 
projects around South Park will similarly chose to 
subdivide, even if only rented as apartments or 
hotel rooms at first. That most projects will opt to 

pursue a VTT is promising for alley improvements: 
it means that the City officials needed to process 
vacation requests will already be reviewing the 
projects and can review the vacation application 
simultaneously. Mack Urban’s project utilizes 
the vacation of an alley segment only, which is 
subject to a public easement in perpetuity.
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS + 
FUNDING SOURCES
Basic improvements could be executed 
independently by the South Park BID, with 
private funds and City facilitation: repaving, 
vertical landscaping, simple street furniture, and 
public art, for example. However, the benefits of 
any improvements to adjacent properties will be 
significant, and should be sufficiently motivating 
to encourage developers and owners to invest in 
the extended built environment.

Therefore, public-private partnerships between 
the South Park BID, private developers, and 
City officials should be approached as a driving 
mechanism to solicit approval and coordinate 
changes in jurisdiction or access. Furthermore, 
there is enormous potential to harness private 
funding through development agreements 
or community benefit agreements, making 
intersectoral collaboration the most promising 
strategy. The actual funds can be accessed 
through the City’s Transfer of Floor Area Rights 
(TFAR) Program, by which private developers 
purchase “air rights” from the City so that they 
can build a project to a greater vertical density. 
TFAR earnings must be used by the City for 
localized benefits. Sustainable paving, walking 
paths, landscaping and pocket parks are all 
highly competitive possibilities for TFAR funds, 
and are also compelling amenities for developers 
as well. Currently, TFAR payments that exceed a 
certain amount are collected by the City’s General 

Services Division (GSD) and disbursed for 
specific projects. Depending on the fee amount, 
the South Park BID should work closely with the 
developer to plan an integrated public project, 
or with the Council District Office for advocacy to 
the GSD TFAR funding committee.

In the longer-term, South Park may choose 
to consider raising its assessment fees or 
implementing a community facilities district (CFD, 
or Mello-Roos), a financing mechanism by which 
district property owners pay a localized tax for 
the creation and/or maintenance of special public 
facilities within the district.

UPDATING THE CODE

Another critical long-term consideration is the 
expansion of the zoning code to integrate more 
substantive streetscape and alley improvement 
requirements for new development projects. 
Downtown Los Angeles’  code is subject to 
imminent changes through the City’s Re:code 
LA project and other interim land use policies. 
Precedents such as the Downtown Design 
Guidelines and in-process Arts District Live/
Work Zone indicate an interest of the Planning 
Department in codifying design components. The 
BID should work to maintain its strong, established 
relationships within the Department of City 
Planning and advocate for more comprehensive 
policy toward public right-of-way improvements.
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a

BUDGET ESTIMATIONS
COST ESTIMATES ACCORDING TO ALLEY 
FEATURES

There are several factors that affect the cost of an 
alley transformation. Costs can vary depending 
on the level of intervention, length of an alley 

segment, and the number of alleys that are 
transformed. 

In Hollywood, the East Caheunga (EaCa) Alley 
was transformed similar to that of Typology A 
under the commercial category. The construction 
costs totaled approximately $785,600. Marketing, 
maintenance, and security costs totaled 

approximately $15,240. Other capital costs 
for signage, landscaping, and gates totaled 
approximately $100,000. In total, the costs to 
transform the EaCa Alley was approximately 
$900,840 (Burgos and Sarkisan, 2013.) 
The EaCa Alley project involved transforming only 
one alley. Based on this cost, if South Park were 
to transform the 21 alleys within its alley network, 

6-12 MONTHS3-6 MONTHS 12-15 MONTHS3 MONTHS

DEVELOPMENT 

TEAM KICK-OFF 
EVENT

CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN

INITIAL OUTREACH 
TO STAKEHOLDERS + 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS

•  Establish an Alley 
    Development Team 
    consisting of a project 
    manager, legislative 
    director, and an urban 
    designer

•  Establish a Technical    
    Advisory Committee

•  Seek funding

•  Conduct various community meetings and design
    charrettes with local residents and businesses

•  Develop policies that can be recommended to the
    City of Los Angeles as to streamline the permitting 
    process

•  Collect preliminary data of existing conditions with
    a walk audit

•  Seek funding

•  Host an initial kick-off 
    event to announce the 
    directive to create 
    “green” alleys in South 
    Park

•  Plan for a temporary 
    alley closure and 
    transformation

•  Seek funding

•  Based on the results
    from the community
    meetings and design
    charrettes, create
    conceptual designs

•  Identify potential 
    design opportunities 
    and constraints

•  Finalize funding

TIMELINE
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the budget should not exceed more than $19 
million. This does NOT mean that the cost to build 
a complete alley network in South Park costs this 
amount. Based on our recommendations, not all 
alleys in South Park should be transformed to 
resemble the EaCa Alley, which was a reasonably 
expensive project. 
However, the potential economic, environmental, 

public health, and safety benefits far exceed the 
costs to construct and maintain these “green” 
alleys. By utilizing the potential funding sources 
previously mentioned, we believe that this 
investment will not only meet return, but is one 
necessary step forward to bring Downtown Los 
Angeles to its potential prominence.
One strategy to help minimize costs is by 

approaching projects in phases from the least 
to most intensive. If the City of Los Angeles also 
created a program dedicated to revitalizing 
alleys in South Park, this can also help reduce 
to potential costs of obtaining permits and 
maintenance services.

18-24 MONTHS15-18 MONTHS

DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT

FINAL DESIGNS + 
PROCUREMENT

~24-30 MONTHS

INSTALLATION

•  Gain approval from the Technical Advisory 
    Committee to finalize the designs for all of the alleys

•  Work with the City of Los Angeles and property 
    owners to ensure the procurement of alley spaces is
    finalized

•  Continue to communicate with local stakeholders 
    regarding topics such as funding, maintenance, etc.

•  Obtain contractors and fabricate materials

•  Create a development
    plan to phase in alley
    projects

•  Present the design 
    proposals to various 
    stakeholders

•  Decide the level of 
    interventions based on 
    existing budget

•  Manage and oversee installation of the projects;
    phasing when appropriate

•  Update community on impacts of development

•  Host an opening ceremony for the launch of the 
   “green” alleys

•  Evaluate results and improve on future maintenance
    and development

TIMELINE
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TRAFFIC

AIR QUALITY

PUBLIC HEALTH

ECONOMIC

SAFETY
INFRASTRUCTURE

RECOMMENDATIONS
EVALUATING THE TRANSFORMED ALLEYS

In a study reported by the USC Center for 
Sustainable Cities titled Transforming Green 
Alleys into Green Infrastructure for Los Angeles 
(2008), the Cities of Chicago, Seattle, and 
Baltimore have all implemented successful 
alley revitalization projects with an emphasis on 
having “green” elements. As suggested in this 
study, “Los Angeles should quantify changes 
in environmental parameters, including runoff 
infiltration, ground water recharge, heat-island 
mitigation, and habitat conservation through the 
collection of baseline data before the project 
and performance monitoring one the project 
is completed.” In addition, we argue that a 
successful alley revitalization project should 
evaluate the short- and long-term traffic, air 
quality, public health, economic, safety, and 
infrastructure impacts.

As required by California state law, major 
development projects or plans often require 
evaluation of traffic and air quality impacts. 
Conducting similar impact studies can measure 
the success of an alley project and can help gain 
support from community members. If alleys are 
transformed under Typology A, in which motorized 
vehicles other than emergency vehicles can 
access alleys, it becomes more necessary to 
evaluate the impacts.

We also recommend partnering with local 
University research centers or other interested 
entities to measure the public health, economic, 
and safety impacts of the project. Similar studies 
have been done to evaluate the results of other 
innovation in the City of Los Angeles such as 
parklets, pedestrian plazas, street closures, and 
bike infrastructure. These studies will also help 
to gain support from community members for 
proceeding phases of the project. 

Lastly, we recommend that the South Park BID, 
City of Los Angeles, and stakeholders of the 
community monitor and maintain the status of 
infrastructure in transformed alleys. Having an 
understanding of what interventions are most 
effective will help future phasing of the project 
become as streamlined as possible.

In addition to conducting short- and long-term 
impact studies, we also recommend evaluating 
impacts with the checklist we have created in our 
initial scoping process (see Appendix). Using 
the data we have collected as a baseline, the 
results from alley evaluations should meet or 
exceed existing conditions in all measurements. 
Depending on the level of intervention, South 
Park’s alleys can result in overall improvement to 
the public realm.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS (SHORT TERM)

•   Approach alleys on an individual basis, with 
resurfacing as the least intensive intervention 
measure and vacation procedures as the most 
intensive.

•   Capitalize on existing and new public-private 
partnerships as the most important tool for any 
alley transformation project.

•   Engage adjacent businesses and residents 
for design and programming input, and to survey 
site-specific needs.

•   Work with the City and community members to 
create closely tailored development agreements 
with every new alley project, placing particular 
emphasis on harnessing TFAR and other 
community benefit funds for public open space.

•   Work with Department of Transportation People 
St program to identify appropriate spaces and 
other opportunities under the existing program.

•   Engage the Board of Public Works and City 
Council to revisit the City’s Green Alley Program.

•   Treat South Park alleys as “pilot” projects upon 
which a more comprehensive City policy can be 
modeled, utilizing materials and methods that 
can be replicated in a public context.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS (LONG TERM)

•   Consider feasibility of an assessment or 
public facilities district within South Park to fund 
conversion and maintenance.

•   Approach key advocates within City agencies 
to build social and political capital in support of a 
codified alley program.

•   Approach Board of Public Works for a revision 
of approved street surfacing materials.

•   Lobby policymakers to undertake analysis of 
QUIMBY policies as they pertain to City Center 
and infill development and approach policy 
makers about much-needed revisions to benefit 
park-poor Central Los Angeles. 

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

•   Phase in alley projects, starting with either 
Alley #3, #5, #6, or #9

•   Encourage alley revitalization along Hope 
Street considering ULI’s “Park to Park” strategy.

•   Address every alley within South Park as to 
create a complete alley network

•   Identify opportunity sites based on existing 
features (public art, parklets, pedestrian-
preferred streets) and integrate upgrades within 
these sites.

•   Refer to the “Recommended Typologies” to 
guide alley transformation.

•   Consider design interventions based on an 
alley’s surrounding land uses.

•   Refer to the “Alley Menu” when developing 
design interventions.

•   Understand that every alley is unique and 
can have multiple Typologies within one alley 
segment.

•   Encourage community-based design as to 
gain support from community stakeholders.

•   Evaluate the transformed alleys based on 
short- and long-term effects.
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APPENDIX A
The following is aggregated data regarding the current state of the alleys in South Park.
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ALLEY SIZE WALKABILITY BIKABILITY MOTORIZED 
TRAFFIC

NON-MOTORIZED 
TRAFFIC

# OF ENTRANCES 
TO THE STREET

# OF ENTRANCES 
TO PROPERTIES LITTER GARBAGE PICK-

UP NOISE ODOR GRAFFITI IMPERMEABLE 
SURFACE

1 17' Low Low High Very Low 2 15 Average Yes Average Low No No

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 15' Low Low High Low 2 16 Average Yes Low Very Low No No

4 15' Low Very Low Low Very Low 1 11 Low Yes High Low Yes No

5 19' Average Average Very High Average 2 13 Low Yes Low Very Low No No

6 21' Average Average Low Very Low 3 12 Very Low No Low Low No No

7 19' Average Average Low Very Low 2 12 Very Low No Low Low No No

8 16' Low Very Low Average Low 2 4 Low Yes Low Low No No

9 15' Average Average Low Average 2 2 Low No High No No No

10 19' Very Low Very Low Low Low 2 20 High Yes High High No No

11 20' Very Low Very Low Low Very Low 2 17 High Yes Very Low High Yes No

12 19' Average Average Low Very Low 2 5 Low No Low Low No No

13 20' Low Low Low Low 2 11 Very Low No Low Very Low No No

14 19' Average Low Low Very Low 1 2 Low Yes Low Low No No

15 20' Low Low Average Low 2 8 Average Yes Low High No No

16 20' Low Low High Average 2 37 Very Low Yes Very Low High No No

17 18' Low Low High Low 2 30 Low Yes High Very Low Yes No

18 20' Very Low Very Low Very Low Very Low 1 18 Low Yes High Low No No

19 19' Average Average Very Low Very Low 1 0 Low Yes Low Very Low No No

20 20' Low Very Low High Low 1 3 Very Low No Low Low No No

21 20' Very Low Very Low Very Low Very Low 1 9 Low Yes Very Low Very Low No No

22 18' Average Average Low Low 2 7 Low Yes Average Very Low No No
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ALLEY LIGHTING 
FIXTURES

SECURITY 
CAMERAS AESTHETICS TRANSIENT 

POPULATION PARKED CAR PRIVATE SIGNAGE PARKED TRUCK PRIMARY 
PURPOSE NOTES

1 0 Yes Low No No Yes No Access & Shortcut Also known as “Cottage Place”

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A The alley was vacated under CF 99-2463

3 10 Yes Average No Yes Yes No Access & Shortcut

4 1 No Very Low Yes No No No Access & Shortcut Heavy construction; one way only

5 0 Yes Average No Yes Yes No Access & Shortcut

6 11 Yes Low No Yes Yes No Access & Shortcut Connects to a privately-owned open space

7 4 Yes Average No Yes Yes No Access & Shortcut

8 0 Yes Low No Yes Yes No Access & Shortcut All private; for valet use

9 0 Yes Average No No Yes No Access & Shortcut Connects to the Metro Pico Station

10 3 Yes Very Low Yes Yes No No Access & Shortcut

11 3 No Very Low No No No Yes Access & Shortcut

12 0 No Low No No No No Access & Shortcut Adjacent lots slated for redevelopment (under construction)

13 1 Yes Low No No No No Access & Shortcut

14 0 No Very Low No No No No Access & Shortcut One side is all parking (no walls); pedestrian only

15 7 Yes Very Low Yes Yes No No Access & Shortcut

16 2 Yes Low No Yes No Yes Access & Shortcut Mostly used by Honda

17 4 Yes Average No Yes Yes Yes Access & Shortcut Adjacent to a park

18 8 Yes Low Yes No Yes No Access Only accessible through one side

19 4 Yes Low No No No No Access & Shortcut Can be gated by Hospital

20 1 Yes Low No No No No Access One side private (used by Toyota)

21 5 Yes Very Low No No No No Access Adjacent to freeway; one side blocked, other side private

22 2 Yes Average No No No Yes Access & Shortcut

The following is aggregated data regarding the current state of the alleys in South Park.



ALLEY LIGHTING 
FIXTURES

SECURITY 
CAMERAS AESTHETICS TRANSIENT 

POPULATION PARKED CAR PRIVATE SIGNAGE PARKED TRUCK PRIMARY 
PURPOSE NOTES

1

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A The alley was vacated under CF 99-2463

3 10

4 1

5 0

6 11

7 4

8 0

9 0

10 3

11 3

12 0

13 1

14 0

15 7

16 2

17 4

18 8

19 4

20 1

21 5

22 2

APPENDIX B
When evaluating the transformed alleys, please use the following metrics to measure changes.
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ALLEY SIZE WALKABILITY BIKABILITY MOTORIZED 
TRAFFIC

NON-MOTORIZED 
TRAFFIC

# OF ENTRANCES 
TO THE STREET

# OF ENTRANCES 
TO PROPERTIES LITTER GARBAGE PICK-

UP NOISE ODOR GRAFFITI IMPERMEABLE 
SURFACE

1 17'

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 15'

4 15'

5 19'

6 21'

7 19'

8 16'

9 15'

10 19'

11 20'

12 19'

13 20'

14 19'

15 20'

16 20'

17 18'

18 20'

19 19'

20 20'

21 20'

22 18'

APPENDIX B
When evaluating the transformed alleys, please use the following metrics to measure changes.
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